


Artistic creation in its most sublime form should be able
to translate aesthetic expression into subtle language, capable

of communicating with the inner soul of humans even touching 

their most sensitive and profound chords.

UNICA pursues the idea of art able to 
blend aesthetic amazement, functionality 
and emotional well-being.
 

To obtain the results we established each of our works gets its
inspiration and material from natural elements and the 

harmonious relationship that they create with everything that surrounds them.

In our works, through attentive processes that blend the most 
ancient knowledge of tradition with the most innovative techniques for 
working precious materials, the spark of gold powder encounters the tran-
sparency of glass, the polished reflection of metal and the robust strength 
of wood to grasp light and be able to return it to the spaces in a dance of

reflections that requires care and the possibility of feelings well
beyond the immediate view.

UNICA is for those 
who LOOK
the world with the excitement of the first time, 
for those who are not satisfied with things they 
have already seen, for the black swans and 
for this who are still capable of unexpected 
feelings, for anyone who can listen the 
their own talent and is willing to fight 
for beauty, for those who believe in grace and 
know how to capture the strength and fragility of  
being unique and unrepeatable.



UNICA ORIGINATES with

 two similar souls
who find each other in an initial exchange of glances

and then, one gives lucidity and courage to the intimate calling 

of the other, blend into a, common vision that 
pursues everyday splendour through 
THE PATHWAY of ART.

Founder
and Creative Director

Designer
and Art Director

Vanessa Stella and 
Fabrizio Rocchi

According to the theory of encounters, 

two people, when they come into contact for the first time,

they do it with a certain part of the body that they already know

and together determine the meaning of that relationship.

According to the theory of encounters, when two people 
come in contact through their eyes, for what they represent, 
their finding each other will be the sprout of an attentive 
correspondence, oriented to maintain the hygiene of the 
eternal balance between the intimacy of the deep and 
the beauty of the day. 
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Together. But alone.
Single stories of a moment,

 of a life, that quiver in the wind.

 They stand up, dressed in a veil 
iridescent and precious. 

An unexpected gift, 
a drape that contains a secret.

“FIORITURE” COLLECTION
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Who does not dare grabbing the thorns 
he should never desire the rose.

“FIORITURE” COLLECTION
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Here today, tomorrow elsewhere.
Always in motion. A voyage

that returns once more to the beginning.

Dancing together,
in perfect asynchronicity. Around the core, 

so many identities caressed by the golden rays.
Surrounded by darkness.

ALLINEAMENTITM 

“ORBITA” COLLECTION
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LUNA ROSSATM

“ORBITA” COLLECTION

For millennia, man has looked up 
to the sky and probed its depth. 

He discovers new worlds, traces routes 
between the stars, and outlines the planets.
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In an undefined area of the sky, 
the sun and moon seem to dance impetuously, 

attracting each other inexorably 
toward an inevitable darkness.

APOGEOTM

“ECLISSE” COLLECTION

SUMMA
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The final mystery in oneself. 

When one has weighed the sun in the balance, 
and measured the steps of the moon, 

and mapped out the seven heavens star be star, 
there still remains oneself. 

Who can calculate the orbit of his own soul? 

APOGEOTM

“ECLISSE” COLLECTION

UMBRA
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Light. Then shadow.
One step, then another, and it changes a new.

A crown of golden rays before the farewell.

To meet and then to part ways.
A slow embrace before everything returns to the beginning.

A tap, a light touch 
and the wait begins again.

AZIMUTHTM

“ECLISSE” COLLECTION
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PROMINANCETM

“ECLISSE” COLLECTION

I love what I don't have and you are so far away. 
My boredom fights with the 

slow twilights. But the night comes 
and begins singing to me. 

The Moon turns its dreaming film. 
The biggest stars look at me with your eyes 

and becausei love you, 
the pines in the wind want 

to sing your name with their leaves.
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It is during the eclipse that the 
sun and the moon stay together. 

We will never know the words 
who whispered each other, 
but even if their connection 
will last for a few moments, 

it will be enough, because their love 
continues to grow.

SAROSTM

“ECLISSE” COLLECTION
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Do not listen 
to people's advice, 

but only those of the wind t
hat passes and tells us t
he stories of the world.

SCIROCCO BIANCOTM

“NASTRI" COLLECTION
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SETATM

"NASTRI” COLLECTION

She is silk
essence of power,

in command.
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AFRICA NERATM

“NASTRI” COLLECTION

Plaited threads of light. 
Skilful hands compose 

a melody of signs in which 
a glance is lost, 

wrapped in obscurity. 

But it returns to life in the magic 
of a primordial land, 

an ancestral call towards t
he place where it all began.
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UCCELLO DEL PARADISOTM

“ONDE” COLLECTION

Love is a portion 
of the soul itself, and it is of the 

same nature as the celestial breathing 
of the atmosphere of paradise.
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  BETTATM

“ONDE” COLLECTION

Energy moves in waves. 
Waves move in patterns. 

Patterns move in rhythms. 

A human being is just that energy, 
waves, patterns, rhythms. 

Nothing more. Nothing less. 
A dance.
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TRAMONTO LUNARETM

“ONDE” COLLECTION

A few seconds of magic,
moments to marvel at the 

horizon.

An infinite cycle, a dance of
faraway colours.

And reflections, waves, whispers.
Then it is another day.
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OCEANOTM

“ONDE” COLLECTION

Summer nights, how beautiful you are,
with a bunch of diamonds

on a velvet sky,
scent of wheat and loves

unpublished in the air.
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   SOGNO D’ORIENTETM

“LE MILLE E UNA NOTTE” COLLECTION

With eyes closed. 
Dancing stars, 

nights inspired by 
the warm eastern wind.

Quick strokes,
a story of a thousand words.

A magical whisper, 
whirling in the sky.
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JINNTM

“LE MILLE E UNA NOTTE” COLLECTION

A sudden gesture,
a laugh and disappears. Mystery, 
three questions, a fulfilled hope.

An instant of wonder, 
a dream under the stars.

Ethereal presence, golden dust
in the magic of the night.
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TAPPETO VOLANTETM

“HAREM” COLLECTION

A succession of dunes,
hot wind on your face.

An embrace, 
a flight towards infinity.

Soft, precious fabric
bent by the currents.

Ever higher, past the horizon.
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LAYLATM

“HAREM” COLLECTION

To return, to see once again
that familiar shape
beyond the dunes, 

while the night advances.

It awaits me. It means home.
Another undertaking,

a well-earned rest.
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SULTANATM

“HAREM” COLLECTION

A nod.  Quick steps, 
a thousand souls awaiting one word.

A regal gesture, a thin hand
bejewelled with iridescent gems.

A proud gaze, a firm step
while the silk dances in the wind.

A reigning bride, an empire
between the sea and the desert.
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 VIAGGIO IITM

“LE MILLE E UNA NOTTE” COLLECTION

In full sail, fearless, with an eternity 
of spaces and times to cross. 

A mystery beyond each wave, 
every gust of wind an incitement. 

And another horizon to chase after, 
without ever arriving.
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“MORPHEUS” COLLECTION

A night in the palace.
Music, footsteps, the whirling

of iridescent clothing. And smiles,
lights, enchanting moments.

Then the announcement, the waiting,
the solemn moment. The room bows

to the future that enters.
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“MORPHEUS” COLLECTION

Regular, imperfect, 
jagged, symmetrical. 

A thousand souls in a circle. 
An ancient, magical dance a long-awaited hope.

 
On a bed of waves, a shine of lights, rests. 
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“MORPHEUS” COLLECTION

Moments in motion.
Infinite light moments that change, sway, fly.

A bright wake in the night, 
iridescent transparencies 

crossing a dark sea.

They are dreams come true,
unspoken wishes, a second of freedom.

Then, calm.
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VENTO DEL DESERTOTM

“HAUTE COUTURE” COLLECTION

Spots of warm color
float through the gentle dunes.

Life sleeps, time is still.
Let yourself be guided by the wind.
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BOCCIOLITM

Transparencies, 
deconstructed spaces, 
rays of light in a crazy 

working place: 
all is a gift for our new life!
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